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As part of email best practices, ClubRunner sends a text version of your bulletin for email
clients that cannot render the HTML email. We’ve introduced the ability to customize the
content in the text version of your bulletins. You will notice a link titled ‘Text Version’ on the
top right of your bulletin editor to be able to create and edit text versions of your bulletin.

What is a Plain Text Bulletin?
A plain text bulletin is an email that does not contain any images or text formatting. When
creating your bulletin using the Bulletin Designer, you are creating an HTML version of your
bulletin, complete with formatting and imagery. Because emails are viewed on diﬀerent
email clients and devices, with plain text emails you can be assured that no information is
lost in translation.

Guidelines for creating a plain text Bulletin
To create a plain text email, simply copy over your content brief from your bulletin into the
space provided.
Ensure you space your content out appropriately, and provide lots of white space between
the various stories, to make it easy to read. If adding a URL, try to use short URLS where
possible, as a longer URL can sometimes break or become diﬃcult to copy. If you are
unable to acquire a short URL for your story on ClubRunner, consider using URL shortening
tools like bit.ly. This link will open in a new window.

Why is a text version important?
Although, creating and editing the text version is optional, it is highly recommended as
recipients that have email clients that do not render HTML emails will not be able to see
your bulletin content. Some browsers or settings on email clients such as Outlook don’t
support HTML versions of emails. When this is the case, the recipient receives the text
version of your email instead.
Additionally, if your HTML email is content heavy (bulletin contains a lot of information and

images), and it is not supported by a text version, spam ﬁlters are more likely to mark your
email as spam, which means the recipient might not receive your email.

